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Abstract
We study a family of closed connected orientable 3-manifolds (which are examples of tetrahedron
manifolds) obtained by pairwise identiﬁcations of the boundary faces of a standard tetrahedron. These
manifolds generalize those considered in previous papers due to Grasselli, Piccarreta, Molnár and
Sieradski. Then we completely describe our tetrahedron manifolds in terms of Seifert ﬁbered spaces,
and determine their Seifert invariants. Moreover, we obtain different representations of our manifolds
as 2-fold coverings, and give examples of non-equivalent knots with the same tetrahedron manifold
as 2-fold branched covering space.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The face identiﬁcation procedure is a very classical method for constructing closed
3-manifolds (see, for example, [15,27]). In fact, these spaces can be combinatorially de-
scribed as quotients of polyhedral 3-balls by pairwise identiﬁcations of their boundary
faces. The interiors of such 3-balls become open 3-balls in the quotients. Their boundaries
become embedded 2-polyhedra which are spines of the quotient manifolds. A tetrahedron
manifold is, by deﬁnition, a closed connected orientable 3-manifold obtained by suitable
identiﬁcations on the faces of a tetrahedron. In [18], Molnár introduced an inﬁnite class of
tetrahedron manifolds Mmn depending on two natural numbers m and n which satisfy the
inequalities mn3. These manifolds were represented by edge-colored graphs in [10].
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It was shown in [18] (and also in [10] from a graph-theoretical point of view) that Mmn
admits a spine corresponding to the ﬁnite presentation
Gmn = 〈x, y : xm−1y−1x−1y−1 = 1, yn−1x−1y−1x−1 = 1〉
of the binary polyhedral group 〈m, n, 2〉 (according to notation of Coxeter and Moser [7, p.
69]). Furthermore,Mmn is proved to be homeomorphic to the orientable (O) Seifert ﬁbered
3-manifold with orientable (o) 2-dimensional basis of genus 0, and deﬁned by the Seifert
invariants
(O 0 o : −1 (m, 1) (n, 1) (2, 1)).
In the present paper we construct polyhedral schemata and spines of a family of tetrahedron
manifoldsM(m,p; n, q; ) which extend the previous ones. From now on, the parameters
are always assumed (without an explicit mention) to be positive integers such thatm> 2p,
n> 2q,mn3, 2, and m and p (respectively, n and q) are relatively prime. We prove
that these manifolds admit spines and Heegaard diagrams of genus 2 corresponding to the
group presentations
G(m,p; n, q; )= 〈x, y : xm−py−q(x−py−q)−1 = 1, yn−qx−p(y−qx−p)−1 = 1〉
and
E(m,p; n, q; )= 〈x, y : xm = (xpyq) = yn〉.
Hence these presentations are geometric. Thenwe completely classify the topological struc-
tures of our manifolds in terms of Seifert ﬁbered spaces (see [21,26]). More precisely, we
prove that the tetrahedronmanifoldM(m,p; n, q; ) is homeomorphic to the Seifert ﬁbered
3-manifold deﬁned by the Seifert invariants
(m, p; n, q; )= (O 0 o : −1 (m, p) (n, q) (, − 1)).
As a direct consequence, we have thatM(m,p; n, q; ) is the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere
branched over the Montesinos linkm(−1; (− 1)/;p/m; q/n) (according to notation of
Burde and Zieschang [3, Chapter 12]). However, we show that M(m,p;m,p; ) is also
the 2-fold covering of a suitable lens space branched over a (1,1)-knot (for the deﬁnition
of the concept of (1,1)-knots, we refer to Section 5). Then we shall obtain two different
involutions of the same Heegaard splitting of genus 2 of a certain tetrahedron manifold, and
show that different knots are obtained from them. This is related to similar results given
in [2,30]. After all that, we remark that our geometric methods give simple combinatorial
representations of an interesting family of Seifert ﬁbered 3-manifolds of Heegaard genus 2.
2. A combinatorial construction of some tetrahedron manifolds
We consider a simplicial complex P(m, p; n, q; )which triangulates the standard tetra-
hedron P (here the parameters satisfy the conditions written in Section 1). This complex is
depicted in Fig. 1 by making use of a simpliﬁed notation, and it is obtained as follows. Let
A0, A1, A2 and A3 be the vertices of P, and subdivide the edges A0A2 and A1A3 by means
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Fig. 1. Polyhedral schemata of the tetrahedron manifoldsM(m,p; n, q; ).
of their midpointsA02 andA13, respectively. The oriented edgeA0A1 (resp.,A2A3) is sub-
divided into m− 2p (resp., n− 2q) equally oriented edge-segments, each one labelled by
x (resp., y). This means that the sequences of oriented edge-segments lying over A0A1 and
A2A3 are encoded by xm−2p and yn−2q , respectively. The oriented edgesA1A13 andA02A0
(resp., A3A13 and A02A2) are subdivided into p (resp., q) equally oriented edge-segments,
each one labelled by x (resp., y). Thus, the sequences of oriented edge-segments covering
A1A13 and A02A0 (resp., A3A13 and A02A2) represent xp (resp., yq ). Finally, the oriented
edges A0A3 and A2A1 are subdivided into (p+ q)(− 1) equally oriented edge-segments.
The labels of these edge-segments are made so that the sequences coveringA0A3 andA2A1
represent the words (yqxp)−1 and (xpyq)−1, respectively.We identify the faces Fi and
F i , i = 1, 2, of the boundary of P via orientation reversing homeomorphisms. The faces
are to be paired so that the index stars in Fig. 1 match up (taking in mind the meaning
of our simpliﬁed notation). More precisely, the ﬁrst edge of the sequence labelled xm−2p
(resp., yn−2q ) in F1 (resp., F2) overlaps the ﬁrst edge of the sequence labelled xp (resp.,
yq ) from A02 to A0 (resp., A2) in F 1 (resp., F 2). The face identiﬁcation procedure gives
a cellular decomposition of a closed connected orientable pseudo-manifold. By construc-
tion, the quotient complex consists of one vertex, two 1-cells, also denoted by x and y, two
2-cells, and one 3-cell. Since the Euler characteristic of the quotient complex vanishes, we
get a closed connected orientable 3-manifold M(m,p; n, q; ) by a well-known criterion
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Fig. 2. A RR-system inducting the geometric presentation E(m,p; n, q; ) of 1(M(m, p; n, q; )).
obtained in [27]. The face pairing forces an identiﬁcation of the cells of P(m, p; n, q; )
into a 2-polyhedron which is a spine of the obtained manifold. The quotients of the 2-cells
give rise to the boundary relations
(F1) xm−py−q(x−py−q)−1 = 1
and
(F2) yn−qx−p(y−qx−p)−1 = 1.
So we obtain the ﬁnite geometric presentation G(m,p; n, q; ) of the fundamental group
of M(m,p; n, q; ) which corresponds to a spine of the manifold. We observe that the
fundamental group of the manifold M(m,p; n, q; ) also admits the ﬁnite presentation
E(m,p; n, q; ) deﬁned in Section 1. The equivalence of the ﬁrst presentation with the
second one is clear. The presentation E(m,p; n, q; ) is also geometric, that is, it arises
from a Heegaard diagram of genus 2 ofM(m,p; n, q; ). In fact, the RR-system depicted
in Fig. 2 induces the presentationE(m,p; n, q; ) (for the theory of RR-systems and group
presentations corresponding to them we refer to [22,23]).
Summarizing, we have proved the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let M =M(m,p; n, q; ) be the tetrahedron manifold constructed above.
Then M admits spines and Heegaard diagrams of genus 2 associated with the group pre-
sentations G(m,p; n, q; ) and E(m,p; n, q; ), respectively.
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Osborne [22] imply that M(m,p; n, q; ) is a Seifert ﬁbered
space over the 2-sphere with three exceptional ﬁbers. The next section will be devoted to
obtain the complete classiﬁcation of our tetrahedronmanifolds in terms of Seifert invariants.
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3. Tetrahedron manifolds as Seifert spaces
For the theory of Seifert ﬁbered spaces we refer to [21,26,27]. We only recall that an
orientable (O) Seifert manifold with orientable (o) base surface of genus g is uniquely
represented by a system of Seifert invariants
(O g o : b (1,1) · · · (r ,r )).
The ﬁbered structure of the Seifert 3-manifold is completely determined by the integer b and
the pairs (1,1), . . . , (r ,r ) of coprime integers, where 0<i < i for every i=1, . . . , r .
The following theorem extends results obtained in [10,18,28].
Theorem 3.1. The tetrahedron manifoldM(m,p; n, q; ) is homeomorphic to the Seifert
ﬁbered manifold (m, p; n, q; ) of Heegaard genus 2 whose Seifert invariants are deﬁned
in Section 1 and by the fundamental group 1() below.
Proof. We use the homeomorphism classiﬁcation theorem for large Seifert manifolds (see
[21, Theorem 6, p. 97]). It states that two large Seifert manifolds are homeomorphic (resp.,
equivalent Seifert bundles, up to orientation) if and only if they have isomorphic fundamental
groups. Suppose that=(m, p; n, q; ) is large in the sense of Orlik [21]. The case when
 is small, that is, 1/m+ 1/n+ 1/> 1 (see [21, p. 91]), will be treated in the next section
by using geometric arguments on Heegaard diagrams. As it is well-known from [21, p. 91],
the fundamental group of  admits the following group presentation:
1()〈q1, q2, q3, h : qm1 hp = 1, qn2hq = 1, q3h−1 = 1,
qjhq
−1
j = h (j = 1, 2, 3), q1q2q3 = h−1〉.
We are going to prove that 1() is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the tetrahedron
manifoldM =M(m,p; n, q; ). For this, we use Tietze moves on the group presentations,
and show that the above presentation of 1() can be transformed into the presentation
E(m,p; n, q; ) of1(M). Since the pairs (m, p) and (n, q) are formed by coprime integers,
there exist integers a, b, c, and d such that
bp − am= 1
and




y := hcqd2 .
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These relations are invertible, that is, we can express the generators h, q1, and q2 in terms
of x and y. In fact, we have
xm = (haqb1 )m = hamqbm1 = h−1hbpqbm1 = h−1(qm1 hp)b = h−1,
xp = (haqb1 )p = hapqbp1 = hapqam1 q1 = (qm1 hp)aq1 = q1,
yn = (hcqd2 )n = hcnqdn2 = h−1hdqqdn2 = h−1(qn2hq)d = h−1,
yq = (hcqd2 )q = hcqqdq2 = hcqqcn2 q2 = (qn2hq)cq2 = q2
since h commutes with q1 and q2, and the relations qm1 hp = 1 and qn2hq = 1 hold in 1().
So we get xm = yn = h−1, xp = q1, and yq = q2. Moreover, xp = q1, mapping F ∗1 → F ∗1
and yq = q2, mapping F ∗2 → F ∗2 with sign * shown in Fig. 1. Since q3 commutes with
h in 1(), the relation q3h−1 = 1 becomes (q3h) = h. Substituting q3h = q−12 q−11
in the last relation yields h = (q−12 q−11 ), and whence h−1 = (q1q2) = (xpyq). This
immediately implies that 1() can be presented by E(m,p; n, q; ) as claimed. So 1()
is isomorphic to 1(M). In particular, the element h−1 = (xpyq) generates an inﬁnite
cyclic group 〈h〉which is the non-trivial center of 1(M). By Orlik [21, p. 92], the group 〈h〉
is the unique maximal cyclic normal subgroup of 1(M). Moreover, 1(M) is a non-trivial
free product with amalgamation. Suppose that the genus 2 manifold M is not prime. Then
M can be decomposed into a connected sum M =M1#M2 of genus 1 prime 3-manifolds.
Since 1(M) has a non-trivial center, and a free product of non-trivial groups admits only a
trivial center, we get 1(M)1(M1) and 1(M2) = 1. Thus M2 must be homeomorphic
to the standard 3-sphere, which is a contradiction (recall that the unique simply connected
closed 3-manifold of Heegaard genus 1 is the 3-sphere). This means that M is prime.
Moreover, M is different from S1 × S2 because 1(M) is not inﬁnite cyclic. Since M is
irreducible and 1(M) contains a cyclic inﬁnite normal subgroup, M is a Seifert ﬁbered
3-space by Casson and Jungreis [4]. Finally, we apply Theorem 6 of Orlik [21, p. 97], to
get that M is homeomorphic to  for the case of large Seifert manifolds. 
It is known as a conjecture (compare [25, p. 441]) that every Seifert ﬁber space admits
a geometric structure and that, if a closed 3-manifold admits a geometric structure, then
the geometry involved is unique. This gives a division of closed Seifert ﬁber spaces into
six classes according to which structure they admit. The appropriate geometry of a Seifert
bundle can be determined from the two invariants e and , where e is the Euler number of
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So from Table 4.1 of Scott [25, p. 441] (taking in mind the algebraic conditions on the
parameters) we get
Theorem 3.2. Our only tetrahedron manifolds M(m,p; n, q; ) which have a spheri-
cal (resp., Euclidean) geometry areM(3, 1; 3, 1; 2),M(4, 1; 3, 1; 2),M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2) and
M(5, 2; 3, 1; 2) (respectively, M(4, 1; 4, 1; 2) and M(6, 1; 3, 1; 2)). Our possible tetra-
hedron manifold with Nil-geometry is M(3, 1; 3, 1; 3). In the remaining cases, that is,
if 1/m + 1/n + 1/< 1, then M(m,p; n, q; ) is a possible H2 × R-manifold (respec-
tively, a possible S˜L(2;R)-manifold) whenever 1/ = p/m + q/n (respectively, 1/ =
p/m+ q/n).
4. Small tetrahedron manifolds
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the case of small Seifert mani-
folds by using geometric arguments onHeegaard diagrams.More precisely, we show that for
any pair (m, p) ∈ {(3, 1), (4, 1), (5, 1), (5, 2)} the tetrahedron manifold M(m,p; 3, 1; 2)
is homeomorphic to the small Seifert manifold (m, p; 3, 1; 2) deﬁned by the invariants
(O 0 o : −1 (m, p) (3, 1) (2, 1)).
For the combinatorial representation of closed 3-manifolds via Heegaard diagrams we
refer to [14,24]. Relations betweenHeegaard diagrams and branched coverings can be found
in [1,3,11]. Recall that two Heegaard diagrams represent homeomorphic 3-manifolds if and
only if one of them can be obtained from the other by a ﬁnite sequence of Singer moves
(see [29]). So Heegaard diagrams, up to Singer moves, one-to-one correspond to closed
3-manifolds, up to homeomorphism.
Starting from the polyhedral schemata of tetrahedron manifolds given in Section 1 we
shall easily obtain simple Heegaard diagrams (of genus 2) representing them.
For the ﬁrst three cases of the pair (m, p) we shall discuss in detail only the case
(m, p) = (5, 1) corresponding to the tetrahedron manifold M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2); the other two
cases (m, p) = (3, 1) and (m, p) = (4, 1) can be treated in the same way, and one can
describe them by similar sequences of pictures.
Let us consider the tetrahedron manifold M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2) deﬁned as a quotient space
obtained from the polyhedral scheme in Fig. 3a. A Heegaard diagram for this quotient is
depicted in Fig. 3b. Now we can represent M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2) as a 2-fold branched covering
of the 3-sphere by using standard constructions explained in [1,30]. We consider the 3-disc
whose boundary is the 2-sphere S2 = R2 +∞ containing the “planar” representation of
our Heegaard diagram. Then we cut the 3-disc through the interior 2-disc with boundary
represented by the dotted axis in Fig. 3b (in fact, its compactiﬁcation at inﬁnity). So the
considered 3-disc is divided into two smaller 3-discs. We represent only one of them in the
diagram pictured in Fig. 4a. Then we construct symmetric axis (the dotted lines in Fig. 4a),
and connect the symmetric points with respect to these lines. So we obtain Fig. 4b. We can
regard this picture as a simple arc in the 3-sphere. It is formed by ﬁve oriented parts, that is,
the (oriented) upper path AB, the lower path BF, the upper path FE, the lower path EC and
the upper path CD. If we connect D with A by a suitable lower path, we get the knot drawn
in Fig. 4c (resp., 4d). The sequence of Reidemeister moves in Fig. 5 proves that this knot is
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. (a)A polyhedral scheme of the tetrahedron manifoldM(5, 1; 3, 1; 2); (b) a Heegaard diagram representing
M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2).
equivalent to the Montesinos representation m(−1; 12 ; 13 ; 15 ). So the tetrahedron manifold
M(5, 1; 3, 1; 2) is homeomorphic to the small Seifert manifold deﬁned by the invariants
(O 0 o : −1 (5, 1) (3, 1) (2, 1)) (see, for example, [3 Proposition 12.30]).We also remark
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. The branch set of a respresentation ofM(5, 1; 3, 1; 2) as 2-fold branched covering.
that the above Montesinos knot is equivalent to the pretzel knot P(5, 3,−2) which has the
type of the torus knot T (3, 5) (use for example [17, Theorem 2.3.2]).
Let us consider the tetrahedron manifold M(5, 2; 3, 1; 2) deﬁned as a quotient space
obtained from the polyhedral scheme in Fig. 6a. A Heegaard diagram for this quotient is
depicted in Fig. 6b. Cutting along the dotted axis in Fig. 6b yields the diagram pictured
in Fig. 7a. We construct symmetric axis (the dotted lines in Fig. 7a), and connect the
symmetric points with respect to these lines. Then we obtain Fig. 7b. We can regard this
picture as a simple oriented arc in the 3-sphere. It is formed by ﬁve oriented parts, that is,




Fig. 5. A sequence of Reidemeister moves yielding the Montesinos knot m(−1; 1/2; 1/3; 1/5).
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. (a)A polyhedral scheme of the tetrahedron manifoldM(5, 2; 3, 1; 2); (b) a Heegaard diagram representing
M(5, 2; 3, 1; 2).
the upper path BA, the lower path AF, the upper path FE, the lower path EC, and the upper
path CD. If we connect D with B by a suitable lower path, then we get the knot drawn in
Fig. 7c (resp., 7d). The sequence of Reidemeister moves in Fig. 8 proves that this knot is
equivalent to the Montesinos representation m(−1; 12 ; 13 ; 25 ). So the tetrahedron manifold
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(c) (d)
Fig. 7. The branch set of a representation ofM(5, 2; 3, 1; 2) as 2-fold branched covering.
M(5, 2; 3, 1; 2) is homeomorphic to the small Seifert manifold deﬁned by the invariants
(O 0 o : −1 (5, 2) (3, 1) (2, 1)).
5. Tetrahedron manifolds as 2-fold branched coverings
In this section, we obtain a representation of the manifolds M(m,p;m,p; ) as 2-fold
coverings of certain lens spaces. This gives examples of non-equivalent knots with the same
2-fold branched covering space of Heegaard genus 2 (compare with [2,30]). We will prove
the following result.




Fig. 8. A sequence of Reidemeister moves yielding the Montesinos knot m(−1, 1/2, 1/3, 2/5).
Theorem 5.1. The tetrahedron manifoldM(m,p;m,p; ) is a 2-fold covering of the lens
spaceL(|m−2p|, p) (in particular,S1×S2 whenm=2p, and hence p=1 andm=2)
branched along a (1, 1)-knot. If m − 2p = ±1, thenM(m,p;m,p; ) is homeomorphic
to the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere branched along the torus knot T (m, 2).
A knot K in a lens space L(, ) (possibly, S3) is called a (1,1)-knot (or a genus one 1-
bridge knot) if there exists a genus oneHeegaard splitting (L(, ),K)=(V1, 1)∪	(V2, 2),
where Vi is a solid torus, i ⊂ Vi is a properly embedded trivial arc, i = 1, 2, and
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	: (V1, 1) → (V2, 2) is the attaching homeomorphism. It is known that the class
of (1,1)-knots in S3 contains all torus knots and all 2-bridge knots (see [8,12,13,16]).
Recall that M(m,p;m,p; ) is also the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere branched over
the Montesinos representationm(−1;p/m;p/m; (− 1)/). This gives examples of non-
equivalent knots with the same tetrahedronmanifold as 2-fold branched covering space. For
any m5 odd, the torus knot T (m, 4) is not equivalent to the pretzel knot P(m,m,−2) ∼
m(−1; 1/m; 1/m; 12 ) (see for example, [17, Theorem 2.3.2]). For example, T (5, 4) has
Alexander polynomial t12 − t11 + t8 − t6 + t4 − t + 1, and bridge number 4 (see [19,
Theorem 7.5.3]), while P(5, 5,−2) hasAlexander polynomial−t10+ t9− t7+2t6−3t5+
2t4 − t3 + t − 1, and bridge number 3. However, these knots have the genus 2 manifold
M(5, 1; 5, 1; 2)(O 0 o : −1 (5, 1) (5, 1) (2, 1)) as 2-fold branched covering space of
the 3-sphere.
To prove Theorem 5.1, we consider the polyhedral representation of the tetrahedron
manifoldM=M(m,p;m,p; ), as described inSection2.Wecan redraw this representation
in a more symmetric manner as shown in Fig. 9. The rotation axis A02A13 is drawn in
the ﬁgure as a dotted line. It lies below the diagram, inside the 3-ball whose boundary
is being identiﬁed along the disc pairs (F1, F 1) and (F2, F 2). Rotation by an angle 
about the north–south axis A02A13 deﬁnes an involution 
 of order 2 on M. Let O2 =
O2(K) be the closed 3-dimensional orbifold obtained from M under the action of 
. The
polyhedron depicted in Fig. 10 (with the induced identiﬁcations) gives a cellular complex
which triangulates the underlying space of O2. Now, we prove that the underlying space
is homeomorphic to the lens space L(|m − 2p|, p). The fundamental group has a ﬁnite
presentation with only the generator x and the relation xm−2px−2p(−1) = xm−2p = 1
(see Fig. 10). This gives the cyclic group of order |m − 2p|. As shown in Fig. 10, the
identiﬁcation of the faces F and F is made after a shift of exactly p edges (see the star
indices located near two equivalent edges). The quotient space has a Heegaard splitting
(V1, V2) of genus one, where V1 is a regular neighborhood of the 1-skeleton in Fig. 10 (i.e.,
the loop x) and V2 is the complement of the interior of V1. Then the underlying space of
O2 is L(|m− 2p|, p), as claimed. Now, we study the branch set K of the 2-fold covering
M → O2(K), and show that K is a (1, 1)-knot. We see that the singular set K (which is
the image of the axis A02A13 under the 2-fold covering) intersects each solid torus Vi in a
trivial properly embedded arc i , i = 1, 2. The arc 1 is obtained by matching the arcs ′1
and ′′1 and the arc 2 is the arc ′2 (see Fig. 10).
The involution 
 induces an automorphism  of the cyclic presentationG=G(m,p;m,
p; ) which exchanges the generators x and y. Let H = H(m,p;m,p; ) be the split
extension group of G by the cyclic group Z2 = 〈〉. Then H has the ﬁnite presentation
H = 〈x,  : 2 = 1, xm−p(−1x−p)(x−p−1x−p)−1 = 1〉
 〈x,  : 2 = 1, xm(x−p−1)2 = 1〉.
Setting z= xp, we obtain the new presentation
H = 〈x, z : (zx−p)2 = 1, xm = z2〉.
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Fig. 9. A 2-symmetric polyhedral representation of the tetrahedron manifold M(m,p; n, q; ). The rotation axis
(drawn as a dotted line) is an arc with only two points in the ﬁgure, the endpoints A02 and A13.
Suppose now m − 2p = ±1, and let O2(T (m, 2)) be the 3-orbifold whose underlying
space isS3 and whose singular set is the torus knot T (m, 2)with branching index 2. Then
H is isomorphic to the fundamental group ofO2(T (m, 2)). Note that we can always choose






Nowweprove that the orbifoldO2(K) is homeomorphic toO2(T (m, 2)). From theprevious
part of the proof, it follows that the underlying space of O2(K) is the 3-sphere and the
fundamental group of the exterior of the singular setK (which is a (1, 1)-knot) is isomorphic
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Fig. 10. The closed 3-orbifold O2(K) =M/<
> where M =M(m,p; n, q; ). The dotted line between A02
and A13 represents the singular set K.
to the group of the torus knot T (m, 2). A (1, 1)-knot is a two-generator knot (see [5,6]).
Therefore a (1, 1)-knot in the 3-sphere is prime (see [20]). Since prime knots are classiﬁed
by their groups (see for example [17, Theorem 6.1.12, p. 76]), the proof is completed. 
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